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Instantaneous Properties of Multi-
Degrees-of-Freedom 
lotions—Line Trajectories 
A general framework is presented for the study of the properties of trajectories 
generated by lines embedded in rigid bodies undergoing multi-degrees-of-freedom 
motions. Several new concepts, such as a line's angular and linear velocities and ac
celerations, are introduced and used to U) characterize the differences between line 
trajectories generated by different mechanisms; (2) distinguish trajectories 
generated by different lines in the same rigid body; (3) distinguish properties at dif
ferent positions in the same trajectory. Line trajectories are classified according to 
the number of degrees of freedom of the motion, and local and global properties are 
discussed. These techniques are illustrated in an example of a line trajectory 
generated by a two-degrees-of-freedom manipulator. 

1 Introduction 
In a companion paper [1], we have developed the properties 

of trajectories of points embedded in rigid bodies undergoing 
multi-degrees-of-freedom motions. In this paper, we present 
analogous results for trajectories generated by lines embedded 
in rigid bodies undergoing multi-degrees-of-freedom motions. 
Lines are important for several reasons, and it is advantageous 
to study them in their own right and not simply as collections 
of points. In rigid-body mechanics, one is often interested in 
the orientation and change of orientation of a moving body, 
while for a manipulator one is often interested in the orienta
tion of the end-effector or the object which the end-effector is 
carrying. In the end-effector one speaks of the approach vec
tor and the orientation vector, both of which can be 
represented as lines fixed in the end-effector. The study of line 
trajectories is natural when we are dealing with joint axes. The 
joint axes can be represented by lines, since typically, no single 
point on the axis is of interest. In addition, for the purpose of 
studying orientation or changes of orientation, a symmetric 
object such as a cylinder, can be modelled as a straight line 
parallel to the symmetry axis. Hence, if the end-effector is car
rying a symmetric object, most of the orientation information 
about the moving body can be obtained by the study of the 
trajectory traced out by the line coinciding with the symmetry 
axis. In all of these foregoing problems, a line is the basic ele
ment of interest. 

A line trajectory due to a one-degree-of-freedom motion is a 
ruled surface, and its properties are well known [2-5]. McCar
thy [3] and McCarthy and Roth [4] have obtained the first-, 
second- and higher-order properties of line trajectories due to 
one-degree-of-freedom motions; however their method is not 
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easily extendable to line trajectories due to two or higher 
degrees of freedom. First-order properties of line trajectories 
due to two-degrees-of-freedom motions were obtained by 
Blaschke [6], but they do not seem to have been studied for 
three- or higher-degrees-of-freedom motions. Very little is 
known about second- and higher-order properties of line tra
jectories due to two- or higher-degrees-of-freedom motions. 

2.1 Mathematical Formulation 

In most general terms, the trajectory generated by a line 
embedded in a rigid body undergoing m-degrees-of-freedom 
motion can be represented by a set of equations giving the 
coordinates of the line, in a fixed reference frame, as functions 
of m independent parameters. In manipulators or multi-
degrees-of-freedom mechanisms the m independent 
parameters are typically the rotations or translations at the 
joints. The actual functions themselves depend on the 
mechanism's structural parameters, e.g., link lengths, offsets 
and twist angles. We can symbolically write these functions as 

*:(0, ,0m)-(S,;So l) (1) 
In equation (1), (dlt . . . ,6,„) are the m independent motion 
parameters, (S]; S01) are the Pliic/cer vectors of the line [7], S, 
is a unit vector along the line and S0] is the moment of the line 
about the origin of the fixed coordinate frame (out of the six 
scalars components of S, and S01, only four are independent). 
* represent the set of functions which give the Plucker line 
vectors as functions of the independent motion parameters. 

For a one-degree-of-freedom motion (n = 1), the line tra
jectory in three-space is a ruled surface. For a two-degrees-of-
freedom motion (m = 2), the line trajectory is a line con
gruence. For a three-degrees-of-freedom motion {m = 3), the 
line trajectory is called a line complex and for a four-degrees-
of-freedom motion {m = 4), the line trajectory can be called a 
line solid. If m is greater than 4, the values of the independent 
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motion parameters corresponding to any given Plucker vec
tors lie in an m — 4 dimensional space. This is called a redun
dant motion, and the line trajectory is still a solid. 

In this paper, we determine those properties, both local and 
global, which distinguish line trajectories generated by dif
ferent mechanisms, and properties which distinguish lines at 
different positions in the same trajectory. We also find out 
special or interesting line trajectories. In addition, at each in
stant, we classify all lines in the moving rigid body. 

2.2 Properties of Line Trajectories 

It is possible to divide equation (1) into two parts, one deal
ing only with the orientation, the so-called spherical part of 
the motion 

**:(M2, <U-S, (2) 
and the other which gives S01, ' 

*• : (* , ,02, . . . , » „ ) - S 0 1 (3) 

Equations (2) and (3) are highly nonlinear even for simple 
mechanisms and it is difficult to deduce much from them. In 
order to study the line trajectories due to multidegrees-of-
freedom motions, we find their first-, second- and higher-
order properties at a "point"2 (the so-called local properties) 
and from these try to find global properties of the complete 
trajectory. In order to develop these properties we first in
troduce the concepts of angular and linear velocity and ac
celeration of a line. 

3.1 Angular and Linear Velocity, and the Center of a 
Line 

Let^[dl(t),d2(t) 8m (01 . where tis the independent 
parameter time, denote a one-degree-of-freedom motion in 
the complete m-degrees-of-freedom motion, and let the mov
ing rigid body containing the line £, have an angular velocity 
J) with respect to a fixed reference frame OXYZ. We define 
the angular velocity, co£ , of the line £1 as that component of 
Q which is not along the direction of the line, JS]. This is con
sistent with the fact that in most of our applications the rota
tion about the line itself will be unspecified. 

From the foregoing reasoning, we get 

« J B 1 = S , X S I (4) 

The magnitude of o>£ is ISj I. Introducing a unit vector g 
along S : x Sx we can write 

<o£l = IS,lg (5) 

We introduce another unit vector t = Sj/1 Sx I. The three 
unit vectors t, g, and S! are mutually perpendicular and may 
be used to form a moving reference frame attached to the line. 
In terms of the ruled surface generated by £{ during the mo
tion, Sj is called the generator, t is called the central normal, 
and g is called the central tangent. The velocity of any point r, 
on the line <£!, in the OXYZ frame can be written as 

v = ( r . g ) g + ( r . t ) t + ( r . S , ) S , (6) 

The first two terms of equation (6) can be rewritten in terms of 
the line coordinates and their derivatives. We get 

• = ( S 0 , ' t ) g + [ ( r . S 1 ) l S 1 l - ( S 0 1 . g ) ] t + ( r . S 1 ) S 1 (7) 

We locate the origin of the moving frame (t, g, S,) at a point 
on the line £, such that the point's velocity along t is zero. 
This gives 

S0 1 .(S,XS,) 
r-S, =-

S? 
(8) 

Equation (8), together with r x S , = S01, gives the location 
of the point whose velocity along t is zero. This point is called 
the center of the line, and is given by 

S 0 1 . (S ,xg , ) 
S? 

- 3(11 X S i (9) 

Denoting (S01 »(S, X S,))/S2 by p*, the velocity of the origin 
of the moving reference frame, called the velocity of the center 
of the line £,, can be written using equation (9) as 

v c =(S 0 1 - t ) g+b*+S 0 1 . (S 1 xS 1 ) ]S 1 (10) 

The coefficient of g is independent of the point chosen on the 
line. In fact for all points on the line £{, the velocity along g is 
the same. This can be shown as follows: 

Let r, be another point on the line; using a scalar X, 

r 1 = r + XS1, r 1 = r + XS,+XS, (11) 
and 

r ^ S i X V l S ^ r - S i X V I S i l 

+ XS,.Sj x S . / I S , I +XS1-S1 x S , / I S i I (12) 

The last two terms are zero, hence ^ • g = r • g. 
Using the previous fact, we define the linear velocity of the 

VjBl=(Soi't)g = y £ l g (13) 

Both the linear and angular velocity of the line are along g, 
and we can talk of the ratio of the linear and angular velocity 
of the line £{. This is called the pitch of the (instantaneous) 
helicoidal motion of the line and is given by 

/> = w£l /1S, I = (S01 •$,)/(«£, )2 (14) 

Equation (10) can be rewritten as 

Vc =/>«£, +(P*+S0l'U£)Si 

where 

p" =-
Soi'WjE 

«L 

(15) 

(16) 

Finally, we will rewrite equations (4), (9), and (13) so that 
they become explicit expressions in terms of the mapping func
tions * s and **. The angular velocity of the line £ t, from (4), 
becomes 

uJil=Slx%»61+ . . . . + S , x * m ' 0 m 

=s1xj(*s)e (n) 
where ^r

1
I, * / , • • &m a r e t r i e partial derivatives of Sl with 

respect to 8{, 02> • • ,6m, respectively. J OF) is the 3 X m Jaco-
bian matrix for (2)3 and 6 is the vector ((?,, 82, • • • ,0„,)T. 
From equation (17), and from the definition of u£, we can 
see that the vector co£[ always lies in a plane whose normal 
direction is S{ (see Fig. 1). This plane is analogous to the 
tangent plane for point trajectories [1] and will be denoted by 

w 
Using the Jacobian matrices J(* s ) and JO**) for (2) and 

(3), the center of the line as given in (9) may be rewritten as 

[j(**)e-s,xj(^)e] 
">£ , 

S{-V*x*s (18) 

Here, the coefficient of S[ is p*. 
The linear velocity of the line JS,, v £ l , given by (13) can be 

written as 

[ J ( ¥ * ) 9 . J C r ) e ] 
(19) 

S01 is also a function of S 
In this paper, we mean by a point a specified value of the Plucker vectors, 

^l> §01). which locates the line relative to a fixed reference frame, R 

3The Jacobian matrix for (2) and (3) are 3 x m matrices formed, respectively, 
from the column vectors dSj/30,- and ASgi/flS,-; (/ = 1, 2, ,m). 
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Fig. 1 Angular and linear velocity, and the center of a line 

The pitch of the line's motion is the coefficient of co£] in equa
tion (19). We note thatp , p* (and rc) depend only on the ratios 
of the 0,'s but o>£ (and v £ ) depend on the complete vector 0 . 

The first-order properties of the line trajectory are the 
distributions of o>£ , v £ and rc. We can make the following 
remarks about the distribution of to£ , v£ and rc: 

(1) Both oi£ and v £ can have any direction and 
magnitude depending on 9 . Hence, in order to study the 
distribution of <o£ and \£ , we will use a normalizing condi
tion in which we set 0 r 0 equal to a constant. 

(2) When o>£ and \ £ are treated individually without 
reference to the location of the center, rc, we have in each case 
a situation similar to point trajectories due to multi-degrees-
of-freedom motions [1]. The angular velocity vector is essen
tially a two-dimensional quantity (it may be specified by a 
magnitude and a unit vector in the plane T£ ), and is very 
similar to the velocity of a point undergoing /w-degrees-of-
freedom motion in a plane. Only two out of the m S , x tyfdj 
terms can be independent. 

(3) Instead of dealing with three vectors, « £ , v £ , and rc, 
it is easier to deal with the vector o>£ and the two scalars p 
andp*. Knowing the distribution of o>£ , p, and/?*, we can 
reconstruct the distribution of v £ l and rc from (18) and (19). 

In references [3,4], McCarthy and McCarthy and Roth ob
tain second-order properties of line trajectories due to one-
degree-of-freedom motions by finding the first-order proper
ties of line trajectories generated by a line parallel to the cen
tral tangent g. This is not a possible approach for trajectories 
due to multi-degrees-of-freedom motions as there is no central 
tangent. As the vector 0 changes, the direction of the central 
tangent (which is the same as the direction of o>£ ) changes. 
We will develop the second-order properties of line trajec
tories due to /w-degrees-of-freedom motions by finding the 
rate of change of u>£ , p, and p*. 

We define the angular acceleration of a line as the derivative 
of o>£ with respect to time. Differentiating the expression for 
o>£l in equation (4), we note that the angular acceleration vec
tor, denoted by u>£ or a£l, lies in the plane T£ . The linear 
acceleration of the line is defined as the derivative of v£ with 
respect to time. It consists of two terms: one is pu£ and the 
other is pu£ • We note that both of these vectors lie in the 
plane T£l. 

In analogy to point trajectories [1, 8], we will develop the 

differential equations whose solutions give paths of constant 
angular velocity. We will also define a characteristic area 
related to the orientation, and use the rate of change of this 
area as a second-order property. 

The second-order properties associated with the complete 
motion of the line are determined by the rate of change of 
w £ , . P< and/?*. In this paper, we analyzep, and/?* and their 
derivatives since they are easier to deal with than the linear ac
celeration and the velocity of the center. We can always find 
the linear acceleration and the velocity of the center from w£ 

p, p* and their derivatives. 

4.1 Line Trajectories Due to One-Degree-of-Freedom 
Motions 

Line trajectories due to one-degree-of-freedom motion have 
been studied by many researchers. McCarthy [3] and McCar
thy and Roth [4] present the first-, second-, and higher-order 
properties of such line trajectories. During a one-degree-of-
freedom motion, a line generates a ruled surface, and their 
analysis of the line trajectory is from the point of view of ob
taining the infinitesimal properties of this ruled surface. We 
use our newly defined quantities since they allow us to extend 
the same analysis to multi-degrees-of-freedom motions. 

We first consider only the spherical part of the motion 

**:(fl i)-S, (20) 

The angular velocity of the line is 

<o = (S,x>JV)0i (21) 
The square of the magnitude of <o£l is g\{ 6], where gs

n is (Vf 
• ^is), a function of 8t. The linear velocity v £ ] is given by 

v £ l =P<*£l (22) 

where /?, the pitch of the motion, is given by gt\6]/o>£l, and 
g*! is * , * • * , s . 

The location of the center rc is given by 

rc = p * S , - S 0 1 x S , (23) 

where p* is given by (^r}* • S! X * i s ) /g i i - The center of the 
line is independent of 0] and is completely determined for a 
given ^ . It is a geometric quantity associated with the line £, 
and does not depend on the speed along the trajectory. The 
pitch, p, of £{ is also independent of the rate 0, and is com
pletely determined for a given * . p can be positive, negative, 
or zero depending only on the value of g*,. As the line £i 
moves, the sign and magnitude ofp change. The sign ofp can 
thus be used to characterize different regions of the line 
trajectory. 

We can also look at the quantity p from a different view
point. At any instant, during the motion, the lines in the rigid 
body have unique values of p. Thus the sign and magnitude of 
p characterize the lines in the rigid body. For example, the 
lines with p equal to zero have no linear velocity. These lines 
are moving so that in an infinitesimally separated instant they 
continue to intersect. Since setting/? equal to zero imposes one 
constraint on the four independent scalars in (S]; S0i), at any 
instant the dimension of the solution space (containing lines 
which have p equal to zero) is three. These lines, in general, 
form a line complex embedded in the moving body. 

The angular acceleration of £ : is given by 

a £ l = S , X (¥„*<??+ ¥1*6>1) (24) 

where tyn
s is the second derivative of W with respect to 6{. As 

has been mentioned before, a£ is normal to the direction Sp 
and both u£ and a £ lie in T£ . a£ can also be written as 

««! = K*i*-*i*)*i +(«rn*-'»'i*)d?](S1 x* ,*) 

- [ ^ • ( S i X * , * ) ] ^ * , 1 (25) 

The last term in the foregoing equation is perpendicular to the 
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^ i (S i ; Sin) 

Fig. 3 Angular velocity ellipse at (0, 0)° 

direction of u£}, its coefficient, ^n
s. (S, X * ! * ) , is 

analogous to the coefficient Ln for point trajectories [1, 8]. 
This coefficient can be thought of as the normal curvature of 
the spherical part of the line trajectory. 

The first term in (25) is along the direction of the angular 
velocity and is the tangential component of the acceleration. 
Setting the coefficient of the first term (the entire expression in 
the square brackets) equal to zero yields a nonlinear differen
tial equation whose solution gives a path of constant angular 
velocity. The coefficient OP,,1 • * ! s ) is analogous to the 
Christoffel symbol defined for point trajectories [1, 8]. The 
coefficient *,,* • (S, x Vf), Vu

s • ¥ , s and g\, determine the 
angular motion upto the second-order. 

The linear acceleration of the line, a£ , is obtained by dif
ferentiating the line's linear velocity, v £ . Using the pitch/? we 
can write 

= l(p'+p'<l'u
s--1rl

s)82
i+P(*i

s'*is)0lKSlx*l
s) 

[p62*n ' ) ] * , • (26) 

wherep' is the derivative of p with respect to d{. The normal 
component (the second term) is determined by the first-order 
property, p, and S, x * , s • *,,*. The tangential component 
depends on p'. 

p' is a function of 0, and the line, <£,, chosen in the rigid 
body. Hence settingp' equal to zero gives positions in the line 
trajectory (generated by <£() where linear and angular ac
celeration are simple multiples of each other. On the other 
hand, at a particular 0,, p' equals zero identifies lines in the 
rigid body which at that instant have linear and angular ac
celeration along the same direction. 

If the coefficient of S[ in equation (15) is zero there is no 
motion of the center along Sj. This coefficient is zero if 

( p T + S d - S . x * , * = () (27) 

where 

p*'=dp*/ddl (28) 

p*' is a second-order geometric (i.e., time-independent) prop
erty of the line trajectory. For a given line, the values of 6X 

satisfying the equation (27) map to positions in the line trajec
tory where the velocity of the center is zero along direction Sx. 
For a given 0lt equation (27) identifies lines in the moving 
rigid body which at that instant have zero velocity of the 
center along their directions. 

The second-order geometric properties are determined by 
the quantities ^n

s • (S, x ^ J , * u * • ^f^p' and/?*'. 

5.1 Line Trajectories 
Freedom Motions 

Due to Two-Degrees-of-

It is known that a line's trajectory due to a two-degrees-of-
freedom motion is a line congruence [9, 10]. Mathematically, 
under a two-degrees-of-freedom motion, the coordinates of a 
line £ { are given as 

* : ( M 2 ) - ( S , ; S 0 , ) (29) 
where (0,, 02), (S,; S01), and * have their usual meaning. The 
spherical and the spatial part of equation (29) may be express
ed as * s : (0 l t 02) - (SO and **: (01; 02) - (S01), respective
ly. The angular velocity of the line £i at a generic point cor
responding to (01O, 02O) is given by 

ttju^SjX^M+^x*/)^ (30) 

The linear velocity and the location of the center are given 
by 

v £ , =Pe>£ 

rc=p*Sl-S0lxSl 

where p and p* are 

( > V 0 1 + * 2 * 0 2 H * 1 ' 0 1 + * / 0 2 ) 
p W 0 , + * / 0 2 ) 2 

(* ,*0! +*2*<?2)'S1 X(*,s0, +%/02) 

(31) 

(32) 

P*-
«*! 

All the possible u£ 's, obtained by varying 0, and 62, lie in 
the plane, T£ , defined by (Vf, * / ) . We use the normalizing 
relation, 0\2 + 02

2 = 1 to obtain the distribution of the 
angular velocity vector. The maximum and minimum lto£ I 
for 0,2 + 02

2 = 1 are obtained from the eigenvalues of matrix 
[g1]. If the eigenvalues of [^] are Xj and X2 (X, > X2) 

'max — (Ai) 

Ic , = (X2)' 
These maximum and minimum values occur when 

Q)l=(l/2)tan-ll2g\2/(g'ii-g'i2)l 

(5)2 = ( l /2) tan- ' RgVfei , - & ) ] + TT/2 

(33) 

(34) 

where gjj (i,j = 1, 2) are the elements of the symmetric 2 x 2 
matrix [gs], g?j is the dot product Vf • ¥ / . 

As in [1], if at a given position we let 0 : and 02 take all possi
ble values (subject to 02 + 02 = 1), the tip of the vector o>£ 

can be shown to lie on an ellipse in 7V with major and minor 
axes along the directions corresponding to the eigenvectors. 
The area of the ellipse is 7r(X1X2)

1/2. For non-unit speed mo
tions, 0\ + Q\ = k2, the shapes of the ellipses remain the 
same, but the lengths of the major and minor axes and the 
areas of the ellipses are scaled up or down depending on k. 
The square of the geometric mean of maximum and minimum 
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angular velocity, 2 ) 1 / 2 , can be taken as a measure of the 
mean transmission ratio between 8U 82 and o | at the point 
under consideration. The ratio (Xj/^) determines the shape 
of the ellipse and gives the distribution of the angular velocity 
vector, u>£ , of the line £ , at the point under consideration. In 
Fig. 3, we plot the distribution of to£ for an example worked 
out in Section 5.2. 

To study the first-order properties of the positional as well 
as the directional aspects of the trajectory, we start with the 
expression for p. From the first equation in (32), we get 

g*ne\+2gx2eA+8hei (35) 

(gsJ\+^sJA+gs22&i) 
In equation (35), g*n, gf2, g%2 denote ( ^ " %')Al/2)(*l 

y2
s + * 2 * • *! s ) and 0*2 * • V2

S), respectively. 
The sign of p is determined by the sign of the numerator, the 

denominator (ai| ) being always positive. The numerator is a 
quadratic form of the associated matrix [g*] with elements g*j. 
If [g*] is positive-definite then p is positive and if [g*] is 
negative-definite then p is negative. The pitch is zero when the 
numerator of equation (35) is zero. This happens when 

( e 2 / e l ) = -Sn±(8n2-g*ng*22)U2
 ( 3 6 ) 

We can see, from (36), that whenever det[g*] is less than or 
equal to zero, there can be two real values of 02/d\). Since, in 
general, det[g*] is a function of dx and 62, there is a region in 

1.2 -

0 . 8 -

0.4 . 

- 0 . 4 -

_ _ ^ | 

-15 -10 - 5 
t 

0 5 10 

-

-

5 

- • X2 

Fig. 4 Plot of p versus x2 

g*U+2g*nX2+g2"2xl 

gs
n+2g\2x2+gs

22x
2
2 

(38) 

The magnitude of p is bounded, when x2 — oo, p = g|2/gj2 

and when x2 = 0, p = gn/gii • The minimum and maximum 
value of p may be obtained by solving dp/dx2 = 0. The values 
of x2 for maximum and minimum p are 

(*2)l,2 = 
- (gfigfc -8hs\i) ± Kstigh -gngjQ2 -4(gf,g|2 -gr2gli)(gi2g!2 -g\2gh)Y 

2(g*l2g22-gi2g22) 
(39) 

the (8U d2) space where p can be zero. Furthermore, for any 
particular 02/d\), the values of (0 t, 82), which satisfy equation 
(36), determine a curve in the (0, ,62) space. For each point on 
the curve, there is a position of £L in the fixed space where it 
has instantaneously zero linear velocity. Taken together, all 
these positions of £ t form a ruled surface in the fixed space. 
This ruled surface is the locus of points in the line congruence 
of £ : where £} is instantaneously undergoing a simple 
rotation. 

In general, for a constant pitch, sayp0, we have 0l, 62)([g*] 
— A>[g's])(0i> ^\)T = 0. For constant pitch, the angular and 
the linear velocities are proportional; for example, when p is 
equal to one, the linear and angular velocities are equal. We 
can solve for 02/6{) and we get 

02/6\) = 

~ (Pogi2 -gh) ± [<Po«i2 -Si2)2 - iP0g
sn -g*ll)(Pog22-g22)]1 

(MoSh-Sh) 
(37) 

The curve described in equation (38) can be plotted for known 
values of the g^'s and the gf/s. In Fig. 4, we give the plot for 
the example given in Section 5.2. 

The center, rc, of the line £ , for the two-degrees-of-
freedom motion under consideration, is determined by p*\ p* 
is given by equation (32) which can be rewritten as 

gcn+2gc
l2x2+gc

22xl 
P-- g5

n+2g\2x2+gs
22x

1
2 

where 

^ ^ • • ( S j X * , * ) 

(40) 

(41) gf2 = ( l / 2 ) [ * 1 * . ( S , x * / ) + > l ' 2 * - ( S 1 x ^ 1
i ) ] 

gS2 = * 2 W S , x ¥ 2 * ) 

p* and hence the location of the center changes as x2 is varied. 
p* as a function of x2 is a rational cubic; p* is never infinity 
and hence p* and [rc] are bounded. The maximum and 
minimum values of p* determine the extreme values of rc. p* 
is maximum and minimum when the values of x2 are given by 

(*2)l,2) = 
(&! !& -g22*1l)± [feflgiz -g22g\l? -4(gf.gJ2 -gf2gll)(gf2gJ2 ~ tftlgWV 

2(gl2g22-gl2g22> 
(42) 

The gf/s also depend on the line £l chosen in the rigid 
body. For every position of the rigid body, and any fixed value 
02/d\), the lines in the rigid body satisfying equation (36), in 
general, form a line complex in the moving body. All the lines 
of the complex are undergoing a simple rotation at that in
stant. This fact and analogous results forp equal to other con
stants can be used to classify the lines in the rigid body. 

In general, p as a function of 62/dx, is a rational cubic. Us
ing x2 = 62/d\ in equation (35) the rational cubic may be writ
ten as 

The length of the segment of the line £ j on which rc can lie is 
given bypj,ax - p * i n . In Fig. 5, we plot (40) for the example in 
Section 5.2. 

Since p, p*, and oo£[ are bounded (for d\2 + d2 = 1), the 
tip of the velocity vector \ s at any point in the line trajectory 
will describe a closed curve m space. If we visualize the vectors 
\£ as arrows, their tails are attached at right angles to the 
line, £ j , someplace between the extreme values of rc, and as 
B\, d2 vary, their tips lie on a space curve. The maximum and 
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Fig. 5 Plot of p versus x2 

minimum value of lv£ I for d\ + d\ = I will depend on the 
maximum and minimum value of p and I w£ I. In general, the 

lv £ | I and !<<>£ I will not coin-
-2 - 1, the vector v£ 

maximum and minimum of 
cide. If we do not restrict to£ 

Jl 
by0,2 

and 
/, + v2 

lies along the rulings of a ruled surface where each ruling is 
perpendicular to £>1. The ruled surface extends between 
(rc)max and (rc)min . This ruled surface is the well-known cylin-
droid [8, 11]. In Fig. 6, we show a schematic drawing of the 
space curve and the ruled surface. 

The second-order properties of the line trajectory associated 
with the orientation of the line are obtained by differentiating 
o>£ . The angular acceleration is given by 

+ 2(Slx*l2*)6le2 + (SiX*22s)622 

Fig. 6 Locus of the tip of v £ 

The second term on the right-hand side is a multiple of the 
angular acceleration. The first term depends on p. If p = 0, 
i.e., if p is constant, the acceleration of the line is completely 
along <x£ and is a multiple of the angular acceleration. In par
ticular, the casesp = 0 and/? = 1 which correspond, respec
tively, to the line £t simply rotating and £{ moving with 
equal angular and linear velocity have been dealt with before. 

Next, we look at the case when a£ = 0. In such a situation 
the line £ , has constant linear velocity, a^ = 0 if 

The aforementioned vector equation can be written as two 
scalar equations by taking components along Sj x ^ and S, 
X 'ir2. The solutions to these nonlinear differential equations 
will give a curve in the (01; d2) space. This curve maps to a 

' ' special ruled surface in the line trajectory—any time £ j coin-
The angular acceleration vector a£ lies in the plane, 7^ , tides with a line in this ruled surface it has zero linear accelera-
formed by * / and * / . The components of the angular ac- tion (provided 0, and 02 are in accordance with a solution of 
celeration vector along S, 
as 

x •*/ and S, x ¥ / can be written 

1.7=1 

2 

«JB, •(«, x*2') = g|20, +gs
2202 + D (%''*2°)¥j 

(44) 

Setting the left sides of equations (44) equal to zero, we get 
two differential equations in 0, and 62. A solution to these 
gives a one-degree-of-freedom time-dependent motion. Under 
this motion the line used to specify the coefficients in (44), will 
generate a trajectory with zero angular acceleration 
throughout the motion. These equations are similar to those 
for the tangential components of the acceleration of a point 
moving in a plane with two degrees of freedom. The coeffi
cients 'if jf • * / determine the geometric second-order proper
ties of the angular part of the motion of the line due to the 
two-degrees-of-freedom motion. 

We define a "characteristic area" for the orientation part of 
the motion as 

a = I * , ' X * 2 * I = ( g i i ^ - f e ) 2 ) 1 ' 2 (45) 

If \{ and X2 are the eigenvalues of [g1], the characteristic area, 
given by (X1X2)

1/2, is a measure of the mean transmission 
ratio, or effectiveness, regarding the transformation of the in
put (0,, 62) into the square of the angular velocity, <o£ . The 
gradient of & gives the direction and the magnitude of the 
maximum rate of change of this measure. 

The linear acceleration of the line £ ( can be written as 

a £ l =P<*£i +P<»£,1 (46) 

the differential equation). 
The other second-order property of interest is the velocity of 

the center. The velocity of the center is given in equation (15) 
and can be rewritten as 

Yc = ic=(rc)ld\+(rc)2e2 + (dp*/dx2)x2Sl (48) 

In equation (48), (rc), and (rc)2 are the partial derivatives of rc 

with respect to the parameters 6\ and 62, and x2 is {62/di). The 
component of velocitiy of the center in 7V is independent of 
§i and 62. As 0, and 02 are changed according to the relation 
0,2 + d2

2 = 1, the tip of the vector rc x S, describes an ellipse 
in T£l. 

The component vc along the line, £ 1 ; depends on the 
derivatives of p* with respect to 02/B(), Bu62, d\ and 62. It 
can be written as 

dp* 

dx2 x7 + 
dp* 

36: I>o . S , X * / 0 , ) (49) 

For a given x2 and d\2 + 62
2 = 1, i.e., for a set of values of 62 

and 61, and a chosen line JBj in the rigid body, vc • S^ = 0 on
ly if £n> £i2> #22> etc-, take on appropriate values. Since gf,, 
g\2, and gc

22, etc., are functions of 0,-, i = 1, 2, vc • Si = 0 
gives a curve in the (0,, 02) space which maps to a ruled surface 
in the line trajectory. This special ruled surface is the locus of 
<£( where its velocity of the center along the direction S{ is 
equal to zero. 

When p and vc • S[ are both zero, we get two differential 
equations in 8{ and 02. The solution of these differential equa
tions gives a curve in the (0,, 02) space and the corresponding 
ruled surface in the line trajectory. This special ruled surface is 
generated by the line £ , simply rotating in such a way that its 
center point does not change. 
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Instead of p = 0, we may have p = 0 and vc» S, = 0. 
Again, in this case, we will get a ruled surface in the line trajec
tory. This special ruled surface is generated by £1 moving so 
that its velocity of the center along S1 is zero and its linear ac
celeration is a multiple of its angular acceleration vector. It is 
analogous to a curve on a surface along which a point has zero 
tangential acceleration. 

The second-order properties of the line trajectory due to 
two-degrees-of-freedom motions are determined by the coeffi
cients *,• *> S! x * / , /, j , k = 1,2 and the first 
partial derivatives of p and p* with respect to 0], 02 and 02/0,. 
The third-order properties of the line trajectory are deter
mined by the second partial derivatives of p, p*, and the third 
partial derivatives of Sj . 

5.2 An Example—The 2R Manipulator 

Figure 2 shows a rigid body attached to a 2R linkage chain. 
We are interested in the motion of a line £{ whose Plucker 
vectors in the reference frame OXYZ are (S^ S01) and whose 
Plucker vectors in the reference frame (a23, S2 x a23, S2) at
tached to the moving body at p(x, y, z), have coordinates (/, 
m, n; p, q, r). The kinematic equations, ¥ : (6,, 02) ~* (Si! 
S01), of motion can be written as 

S: =/a23+7w(S2xa23) + «S2 (50) 

and 

S01=(xj ' ,z)xS1+/«i23+tf(S2xa23) + /-S2 (51) 

(/, m, n\ p, q, r) depends on the choice of the line £1 in the 
moving rigid body. For the sake of simplicity, we will take the 
line £ j along a23 through the point p(x, y, z), i.e., (/, m, n;p, 
q, r) = (1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0). Now since4 

(x,y,z) = Su (0,0, l ) r + a12(c, ,Sl ,0)T 

+ S22(S'1S12,C1S12,C12) + # 2 3a 2 3 

a23 = (C1C2 — •s'l'S'2C12>'Sic2 +C1'S2C12'512'S'2) 

we get 

Si = [(CiC2-SlS2Cl2),(slC2+ClS2Cl2),SnS2]
T 

— 'S'lC2 — C152C12 

(53) 

--Sn SiS2Cl2 

0 

+ «,. 

SiS2Sn 

— cxs2sn 

s2cX2 

8\\— ans2cnsn ~ S22c2s2sl2 

g*l2=-(l/2)al2s12 

g22=an(c2 + c2s2)Ci2si2 

gc
n =Sus2sl2cl2(c2 +s2cl2) — al2c2s2sl2 + S22s2cnsn 

g\2 = Sns2sncl2 + (l/2)(a12c2c12 + S22s2sn) 

gC22 =S\\S2S\2 +al2C2 

p and p* are given by 

£n+2gf2*12+#2*2*2 

(55) 

P* = 

c\+s\c\2+2cX2x2+x\ 

gcn+2ghx2+gc
22xl 

(56) 

c\+s\c\2 + 2cnx2+x\ 

We make the following general observations about the cubic 
curves in (56). 

(1) Both/? and/?* do not depend on 0,. This is because/; 
and/?* are differential invariants to rotation of the coordinate 
system OXYZ, and because changing 0, is the same as rotating 
the coordiante system, p is also invariant to translation of the 
origin and hence does not depend o n 5 u . 

(2) For a given value of 02/0!, p and p* are functions of 
02. If we use the tangent half-angle substitution for s2 and c2, 
we will get a fifth-degree equation for p and p* in terms of 
tan(02/2). Figure 4 shows the plot of p as a function of flj/fl, 
for the case ai2 = 30°,a12 = S22 = a2i = l ,and(0j ,02) = (0, 
0)°. 

(3) The center rc, of the line <£, is determined by p*. In 
Fig. 5, we show a plot of p* as a function of x2. We use the 
same set of values for the linkage dimensions as for the plot of 
p. The maximum and minimum values of p* with respect to 
02/0, can be found analytically from equation (56) and also 
from Fig. 5. They are approximately 1.5 and - 0.5, respective
ly- Pmax ~Pmm ls t n e range of possible positions of rc on the 
line £ , . 

The linear velocity distribution of the line can be obtained 
from the distribution of p,p*, a n d u ^ . In Fig. 6, we present a 
schematic drawing, showing the space curve traced by the tip 
of the vector v £ l for 0t

2 + 02
2 = 1 and the cylindroid com

posed of the lines parallel to v £ . 

+ S„ 

-C\S2 — SlC2Cn 

- 5 1 5 2 + C1C2C12 (53) 

The coefficients g\u g\2, gf2 which make up the symmetric 
matrix [g1] are 

fn=cl+s2
2c\2 

g\2 = cn 

^22 = 1 

(54) 

In Fig. 3, we show the angular velocity ellipse for 0,2 + 02
2 

= 1 at (0,, 02) = (0, 0)° and a12 = 30°. The ellipse is in the 
plane T£l formed by * , s and ^Sr2 with normal direction along 
S,. The eigenvalues of [g-5] are (2 + V2)/2 and (2 - V2)/2 and 
the maximum and minimum magnitude of the angular velocity 
are the square root of the eigenvalues. 

Next, we evaluate the quantities g*u g*2, g22 and the quan
tities gc

n, gc
12, g22. The expressions for gu etc., are 

cos(0,), sin(0,'), (/ = 1, 2); cos(c*i2), sin(a )2) are abbreviated as c,-, Sj, (/ = 1, 
2); c1 2 , si2, respectively. 

6.1 Line Trajectories Due to Three-Degrees-of-
Freedom Motions 

It is known that a line moving with three-degrees-of-
freedom generates a line complex [9, 10]. Reference [9] deals 
extensively with linear complexes. Since the equations of the 
line trajectories generated by mechanisms are rarely linear, the 
results in [9] are of not much use. In this section, we briefly 
present the first- and second-order properties of the line tra
jectory in terms of the quantities defined in Section 3.1. 

The equations representing a three-degrees-of-freedom mo
tion of a line can be written as 

*:(01 ,02 ,03)-(S1;SOI) (57) 

The angular velocity, oi£l, the linear velocity, v £ l , and the 
center of the line, rc, at a generic point corresponding to (0|,o> 
#2,o > 03.o) c a n b e written as 

E(s,x*M 

r c = p * S 1 - S 0 1 x S 1 

(58) 

where p and p* are 
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p= 
s oi*Si 

S01*w£, 
(59) 

The angular velocity, u£{, lies in the plane 7V . Hence, out 
of the three (S! x ¥ / )0 , ' s only two are independent. If we are 
only interested in the line's orientation, during the motion, 
and wish to utilize the redundant parameter to alter the 
distribution of u £ ] , we can proceed in the following manner. 
We write one of the vectors, say (S [ x %s) 03, as a linear com
bination of the other two: 

( S , x * 3 * ) t f 3 = £ a / ( S 1 x * / ^ / ) 
1=1 

The angular velocity can then be written as 

2 

w j ^ E o + of/MSiX^M 
;'=1 

a, and a2 can be found easily from equation (60) as 

(60) 

(61) 

« 2 = -
K*i''*i')8'l2-('*3'''*2')g'u)63 

(62) 

a, and a2 can be evaluated so long as the denominators and 
the numerators of (62) are not zero. feng^ - g\2

2) = ° a n d 
[(*3

J • *,s)gf2 - (*3S • ^2
s)gsn] = 0 define a region in the 

line trajectory where a! and a2 are indeterminate and the 
distribution of w£ cannot be altered. 

To find 03, we need to specify the required distribution of 
w£ . For example, if we want the distribution to be a circle 
(magnitude of u£ equal in all directions as 6t and 02 are 
varied, subject to 0? + 02 = 1), we may use equations 
resulting from forcing the eigenvalues of the matrix [g5'] to be 
equal. The elements of [g3'] are, respectively, g\{ = (1 + 
«i)2*fi.«f2 = (1 + «,)(1 + oi2)fn,&ndf2{ = (1 + a2)V22-
If we use this computed value of 03 we will get the distribution 
of a& described by a circle, but the translational motion of 
the line will be completely determined. 

Alternatively, we could get the additional equations in 03 

from the equations governing the translational motion of the 
line. In [8], we present equations resulting from considering 
the translational aspects of the motion. 

The first-order properties of the complete motion, involve 
OJ.U , p, andp*. We start with/?. From equation (59), the pitch 
p may be rewritten as a function of the ratios 02/0, and 03/0i 
(denoted for convenience as x2 and x3) 

g*U + 2g*2*2 + 2g*3X3 + £2*2*2 + 2g!3*2*3 + g3*3*3 
P = tfu + 2§i2x2 + 2g\3x} + g\2x\ + 2gi3x2x3 + gs

33x
2 

(64) 

where 

gf, = ¥ , * . * , ' 

gh = (l/2)(?l*-*2S + *2*'*n 

g f 3 = ( l / 2 ) ( * 1 * . * / + * 3 * . * 1
i ) 

g j 2 = ¥ 2 * . * / 

g£ = ( l /2)(*2*.*3* + * 3 ' . * 2 * ) 

£ 3 * 3 = * 3 * - * 3 5 

(65) 

g\2 = * / - * / , g S
2 3 = *2*'*3'.«33 = *3 -Vl" 

Equation (63) describes a cubic surface in the (p, x2, x3) 

and 

space. We can, in general, make the following observations 
about this surface: 

(1) For a constant value of p, we have a conic in the (x2, 
A-3)-plane. This conic can be an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola 
depending on whether (gj3 - gi3)2 - (g|2 - g|2) (g3*3 - g|3) is 
greater than, equal to or less than zero. When the pitch is con
stant, the linear and the angular velocities are proportional, p 
is a constant, say p0, when at any point 01( 02, and 03 satisfy 

0l,e2A)(lg*]-Polgs])0iAJi)
T = O (66) 

If we fix any two of the ratios, say x2 and x3, then equation 
(66) is a function of (0,, 02, 03) and represents a surface in the 
(0n 02, 03) space. The corresponding two-degrees-of-freedom 
line trajectory in the fixed reference frame consists of lines 
which have constant p. 

(2) Since the denominator is never zero (except when all 
the 0,-'s are zero), p is bounded. 

(3) For a given value of x2 and x3, the right-hand side of 
equation (63) is a function of 0,-, / = 1, 2, 3, and the 
mechanism parameters. Hence for a given value of p, say p 
equal top0, we get a surface in the (6lt 02, 03) space. The cor
responding line trajectory in the fixed reference frame is a con
gruence. Also, at any given instant (0,(0 given)p equalsp0 is 
satisfied by a line complex in the rigid body. 

p*, which locates the center of the line, may be rewritten as 

, 8\ I + 2g\2x2 + 2g?3*3 + g\2x\ + 2gc
23x2x3 + g^x] 

g\ j + 2gf 2x2 + 2g\ 3x3 + g\2x\ + 2gs
23x2x3 + gs

33x\ 
(67) 

where 

gf2 = ( l / 2 ) ( * 1 * . S 1 x * 2 ' + * 2 * . S 1 x * 1 * ) 

gf3 = ( l / 2 ) ( * , * . S 1 x ^ + * 3 * - S 1 x * 1
i ) 

gS2=*2*'SlX*2» 

^ 3 = ( l / 2 ) ( * 2 * . S , x * 3 S + * 3 * . S 1 x ^ / ) 

(68) 

gS 3 =*3*.S 1 X* 3
s 

Equation (67) describes a cubic surface in the (p*, x2, x3) 
space. The maximum and minimum values of p* may be ob
tained by solving the equations obtained by setting the partial 
derivatives of p* with respect to x2 and x3 equal to zero. This 
gives us the range along the line £it over which the center may 
lie. With the foregoing facts in mind, we can now visualize the 
distribution of v£j for 0^ + 02

2 + 03
2 = 1. 

For a particular/**, i.e., a known center of the line, we have 
a range of values of p and oi£ . The tail of the vector v £ lies 
in the plane 7V at the point located by rc. The tip lies on a 
curve in the same plane. Hence, as p* varies between /?*max 

and/?*min, the tip lies on a surface in three-space. If we assume 
nonunit speed motions; viz., 6\ + 0\ + 0\ = k2, and vary k, 
the tip of v lies in a solid. 

The second-order properties involve the derivatives of co£ , 
p and p*. These in turn are determined by the coefficients ¥ , / 
• •*/ , V;f - S , x ¥ / , and the ten partial derivatives of p and 

p* and the first and second rate of change of 6, (/ = 1, 2, 3) 
with respect to time. A more detailed discussion on the 
second-order properties is in [8]; however more work needs to 
be done. 

7.1 Line Trajectories Due to Four-Degrees-of-
Freedom Motions 

Mathematically, a line trajectory due to a four-degrees-of-
freedom motion can be represented as 

*:(01,02,03,04)-(S1;SO1) (69) 

Without any constraint, the line trajectory fills the entire 
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space. (This is analogous to the case of three-degrees-of-
freedom motion of a point in R3). There are however con
straints of finite link lengths and limited joint displacements in 
a manipulator. Hence, the line trajectory will be a line solid 
with a boundary. The equations for the angular velocity, the 
linear velocity and the center of the line £, are similar to equa
tions (58) and (59). The only difference is that the summation 
is from ;' = 1 to / = 4. Mathematically, the angular velocity 
vector is similar to the velocity of a point undergoing four-
degrees-of-freedom motion in the plane. We give the follow
ing result and refer the reader to [8] for details of the 
development. 

The vector co£ lies in the plane 7V . Hence, out of the four 
Sj x •*/ 6jt i = 1, . . ,4, only two can be independent. We 
can write the other two as a linear combination of the two in
dependent S, x */6,. 's. The four coefficients a,-,-, i,j = 1 , 2 , 
can be found in terms of the 0,'s, g\,, g\2, and gs

22. By making 
appropriate use of the two free choices, the shape and size of 
the ellipse can be controlled except in certain regions. 

The direction of o>£ , and the values of/? and/)* depend on
ly on the three ratios (0,/0,, i = 2, 3, 4). However, the 
magnitude of u£l depends on all four 0,-, / = 1, . . ,4. p and 
/>*, are bounded. We have the following description for the 
motion of the line up to first-order for 101 = 1: 

For particular 0 /0 , , / = 2, 3, 4, the direction of co£[, and 
the scalars p and p* are determined. On the line £ j we can 
locate the center (using p*) and draw a line perpendicular to 
£ , along the direction of the vector u& . The tips of the linear 
and angular velocity vectors lie on this line. As we vary the 
ratios, 0,-/0,, we get different lines at new locations. All these 
lines lie between two points obtained from the maximum and 
minimum values of/?*. For a given direction and p*, p varies 
between a maximum and minimum. The tip of the linear 
velocity vector lies on a bounded solid and the tip of the 
angular velocity vector lies on an ellipse in the plane T£ . If 
we vary k, the tips of the linear velocity vectors describe a 
family of solids. 

The second-order properties of a line trajectory due to four-
degrees-of-freedom motion have not been worked out in 
detail. We can, however, say that they would depend on the 
second derivatives of Vs with respect to the motion parameters 
and the derivatives of p and p* with respect to both the 
parameters 0,, /' = 1, . . ,4 and the ratios 0,-/0i> ' = 2, 3, 4. 
Since M',/ = ¥ / , we have in general 54 quantities which deter
mine the second-order properties of the line trajectory due to 
four-degrees-of-freedom motions. 

8.1 Line Trajectories Due to m-Degrees-of-Freedom 
Motions 

Line trajectories in R3 due to five- or higher-degrees-of-
freedom motions are analogous to point trajectories in R3 due 
to four- or higher-degrees-of-freedom motions. In the case of 
mechanisms with m-degrees-of-freedom, the inverse kinematic 
solution is not unique. The dimension of the solution space is 
m - 4. The line trajectory can be thought of as a line solid 
with a boundary. 

The angular velocity vector w£i = S, x J 0 F ) 9 at a point 
lies in the plane T£ . With a normalizing condition on 9 , the 
tip of the angular velocity vector lies on an ellipse. Also, out of 
the/w-terms, S, x * / 0 , (/ = 1, . . ,rri) making up the angular 
velocity vector, only two are independent. We can write m — 1 
of these terms as linear combinations of the two independent 
ones. Then following the same procedure as in previous cases, 
the shape and size of the angular velocity ellipse can be altered 
by specifying the required constraints involving angular 
velocity, the pitch of the line, the center, and linear and 
angular accelerations, or a combination of these [8]. 

The first-order properties of the complete motion depend 
on the scalars, p, p*, the direction (in the plane T£[) and the 
magnitude of the angular velocity vector. For given values of 
these four quantities, and when m is greater than 4, the 0.'s 

cannot be uniquely determined and we have m - 4 extra or 
redundant motion parameters. We can add in - 4 additional 
constraints to solve for all the 0,'s and alter the first-order 
properties to our choice. We could, for example, change the 
ranges for p, p* and alter the shape and size of the ellipse by 
appropriately using the m - 4 free choices. We could also 
alter the second-order properties (e.g., the angular accelera
tion of the line, its linear acceleration and the velocity of its 
center) of the motion of the line. As in the case of point trajec
tories [1, 8], there would be regions where such alterations are 
not possible. 

9.1 Conclusion 

A general framework has been presented to study the prop
erties of trajectories of lines embedded in rigid bodies 
undergoing multi-degrees-of-freedom motions. Quantities 
such as the angular velocity, pitch, and the center of the line 
have been developed to characterize different trajectories 
generated by different multi-degrees-of-freedom mechanisms, 
to distinguish properties at different positions of the trajec
tory, and to classify the lines in the moving rigid body. The 
analysis was done by first studying only the orientation aspects 
of the motion and then by studying the actual motion. First-
order properties were discussed in detail and some second-
order properties were presented. In the case of redundant mo
tion, criteria were presented for making use of the redundan
cy. Finally, the theory was used for the analysis of trajectories 
generated by a two-degrees-of-freedom open-loop 
manipulator containing revolute joints. 

It is expected that the results in [1] and in this paper will give 
a better understanding of the kinematics of multi-degrees-of-
freedom motions, and will facilitate the analysis, control and 
operation of multi-degrees-of-freedom mechanisms. 
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